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HowAmericaWillRiseAgain

America:
 Why We Fell and How We Will Rise Again

After the 2012 Presidential Election 58 million Conservative Americans wondered if
they could have done more to change the outcome. Another 30 million
Conservatives/Libertarians did not even vote, thus giving leadership of our great
nation to the party that the majority rejects.

URGENT! Share This Site!! 

Please consume this entire web site and use the buttons to the right to share it with
your friends and family via your favorite social networks and email platforms. We
detail a unique and vitally important plan to ensure the 2012 election disaster never
happens again!  But, to fix the problem we all must understand what we are up
against. Are you ready to help win this fight? Let's continue.

IMPORTANT!!

This FREE report exposes the hidden truths about how the USA fell into
such devastating disrepair economically, politically, culturally and literally in every
fabric of our society. You will be OUTRAGED as we confirm many of the things you
thought to be true but knew deep inside that the media was intentionally hiding. Do
you have family and friends that are willing to fight to take this country back by the
people and for the people?

45 Subversive Goals:
The "Fundamental Transformation" of America

In 1958 a senior FBI agent detailed the 45 goals of thousands of subversive entities
that had successfully infiltrated the United States with the intent to
"FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORM" our great nation from within our own
government and major institutions. His report was unanimously approved into
the official Congressional Record of 1963. Did you know that many of our politicians
in both parties at that time fought the attacks of these subversives in widely
publicized ideological battles? 
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U.S. Presidents Warned Us

President John F. Kennedy (JFK) gave numerous public warnings to the citizenry
on many occasions about the massive organization of subversives that infiltrated
every major institution in America and across the world. Unfortunately, over the past
several decades the Democrat Party "progressively" took the goals of these
subversives as their party platform. 

h34ters

Both as a private citizen and as a politician Ronald Reagan also warned America for
decades about the subversive threat within our own borders. After Reagan's
presidency and his exceptional fight against the subversives, the  Republican Party
leadership fell into disarray and essentially watched in a dumbfounded manner with
no effective strategy to counter the subversive onslaught that was overwhelming
our nation. 

Concern4US

The Top 20 Subversive Goals for the U.S.A.

As we list just 20 of the 45 subversive goals here. Ask yourself if the entire Democrat
Political Party Machine and some of our Republican politicians, known as
"Republicans in Name Only" (RINOs), are complicit in carrying out the schemes of
the radical subversives detailed in the official Congressional Record from 1963:

Note: The underlined and italicized sections below are the actual goals of the
subversive entities listed in the Congressional Record of 1963. The content between
the [brackets] expounds on further research documented from numerous sources
since the goals were originally exposed.

GOAL: Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts
for [our] propaganda [designed to “FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORM” the American
people away from their Judeo-Christian heritage and
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Capitalist economic system]. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers'
associations [unions]. Put the party line in textbooks. 

Note: Now 89% of our children attend government schools. Of the 99,000+
government schools in America tens of thousands are failing or poorly performing
systems. These failing government schools result in a 30% national dropout rate
and fail to teach 65% of our students that do graduate to read at the 12th Grade
level. 

Big Money Union Boss:
We are Only About Power and Money

Here is a SHOCKING 1 minute video where a Big Money Teacher Union Boss
proclaims that quality schools and educating our children is not their goal. NO, he
clearly states that POWER is their ultimate weapon against their enemies and
INDOCTRINATING our children with their Liberal social agenda is their goal!

IndoctriNationMovie

Secular Humanism Forced On Our Children

Here is a summarized paraphrase of the writings of the subversives that infiltrated
the ranks of early government education planners as they arrogantly proclaimed:

"places of worship only have children for 1 hour per week, while we have them 5 full
days per week as captive audiences in our mandatory government schools; we will

control the children and wean them away from the Judeo-Christian influence of their
parents."

In this next video you will hear an American expound on the outrageous fact of
Secularist Humanist indoctrination in America. Won't you agree that this represents
the voice of millions of American citizens that are finally hearing these truths for the
first time?  
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TheAtheistAntidote

GOAL: Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy
divorce [a plank of Humanist Manifesto II]. Emphasize the need to raise children
away from the negative influence of parents. Attribute prejudices, mental blocks and
retarding of children to the suppressive influence of parents. [The family unit
consisting of a mother, father and children is the greatest obstacle to achieving
their subversive goals to “FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORM” the American culture,
so they must tear apart families and encourage policies that cause children to be
born out of wedlock and raised in single parent homes.]  

The Fundamental Transformation of the Family Unit

Question: Would you agree that the subversive goal to “FUNDAMENTALLY
TRANSFORM” the family unit worked exceedingly well because children raised in
fatherless homes skyrocketed from a low 6% in 1960 to the current 43% of all
households and a shocking 70% in our black communities? Check out this 1 minute
video to learn the real statistics about the devastation this is causing on our our
society.

diciteco

GOAL: Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them "censorship" and a
violation of free speech and free press. [Their goal over the past seven decades was
to pervert the minds of the American people to cause a rejection of our traditional
American Judeo-Christian cultural heritage in order to allow easy accomplishment
of their objectives to “FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORM” America from within.]

GOAL: Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography and
obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV. [They executed a
multifaceted attack to demoralize the citizenry so their goals to“FUNDAMENTALLY
TRANSFORM” the American culture away from its Judeo-Christian heritage could be
implemented without resistance. Don't you agree that sick perverse content is
ingrained into prime-time TV, pop music and in print?]

GOAL: Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as "normal, natural,
healthy."  [The subversives enacted a plan several decades ago to indoctrinate all
American children in government schools with a scheme called “Safe Sex” to
promote sexual promiscuity with the mantra “you’re going to use each other for sex
anyway, so use a condom.” 

The Artificial Contraception Mandate: 
Payback to the Abortion Industrial Complex
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This message is for both Pro-Life and Pro-Choice Americans because the
undeniable facts presented herein are straight forward and given without
judgement. The subversives know that no child will use "artificial contraception"
correctly 100% of the time and thus every incident of misuse exposes "Safe
Sex" practitioners to the resulting Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) and
unplanned pregnancy risks. Now the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
estimates that 80% of sexually promiscuous people will acquire the incurable HPV
STD of which condoms are ineffective at eliminating the risk. 

Video Warning:
Parental Discretion Required

American Life League

The Promiscuous Sex Culture 

The results have been large numbers of teen pregnancies annually and
continuously increasing numbers of fatherless homes; furthermore, the “try it
before you buy it” sexual mentality is gradually eliminating marriage from our
society and thus furthering the objectives of the subversives to “FUNDAMENTALLY
TRANSFORM” Americans away from our Judeo-Christian heritage. As you can see
they have been horrifyingly successful at dismantling the traditional family unit
consisting of husband, wife and children. 

American Life League

The Constitutional Right to Kill Americans?

The subversives devised a plan to teach several generations of Americans that it is
permissible to kill unborn American citizens, thus terminating their rights to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The intent of the subversives was to totally
demoralize the entire nation, and we explain why in our FREE report. Our report
also links to a video from an ex-subversive agent revealing that
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his hierarchy considered the demoralization of America complete by 1985. Do you
agree? Let's look a little further before you answer.

The Power of the Abortion Industrial Complex

Our report details how the Abortion Industrial Complex pressures government
officials to promote Safe Sex to children in order to drum up new clients via
the resulting unplanned pregnancies when artificial contraception is misused.
Power-players in this industry know that children will not use artificial
contraception correctly but promoting the government sponsored "Safe Sex"
propaganda will give them a false sense of security. This 3 minute video clip
provides an important but brief explanation from an ex-clinic director exposing
their goal of 3-5 abortions per each girl aged 13-18. ] 

BloodmoneyFilm

GOAL: Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States [These
subversive entities have accomplished this goal by infiltrating the major American
political parties with their operatives and sympathizers. They also took control of
political ideological platforms to meet their objectives to “FUNDAMENTALLY
TRANSFORM” the American culture away from its Judeo-Christian heritage and
Capitalist economic structure.] 

The Democrat Party Rejects God and Israel

GOPICYMI

GOAL: Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institutions
by claiming their activities violate civil rights. [Over the past several decades these
subversive elements infiltrated the Judicial Branch with activist judges that illegally
“legislate from the bench” and provide unchallenged FUNDAMENTAL
TRANSFORMATION of the American culture away from its Judeo-Christian heritage.]

GOAL: Infiltrate the press. Get control of book-review assignments, editorial writing,
and policymaking positions. [These subversives gradually work to advance their
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operatives and sympathizers into positions of leadership. They use the Mainstream
Media (MSM) news outlets as their indoctrinating propaganda machine to
“FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORM” Americans away from our Judeo-Christian
heritage and Capitalist economic structure.] 

Scientific Proof: 
The Undeniable Influence of MSM Propaganda

Bernard Hess

GOAL: Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and motion pictures. [We have
seen where they gradually worked to advance their operatives and sympathizers
into positions of leadership in all forms of the MSM and in Hollywood. Now they
use the power of the press and the entertainment industry as indoctrination outlets
to achieve their objectives to “FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORM” Americans away
from our Judeo-Christian heritage and Capitalist economic structure.]

GOAL: Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all forms of artistic
expression… [This is a continuation of their destruction of America’s cultural
heritage through the power of the arts in print, on the big screen, via music and on
the canvas.]

GOAL: Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social"
religion [Social Justice and Liberation Theology]. Discredit the Bible and emphasize
the need for intellectual maturity which does not need a "religious crutch."  [Our
FREE report fully expounds on this subject and will SHOCK people of faith as the
undeniable truth is revealed.]

Social Justice/Liberation Theology Exposed

Randall Niles

GOAL: Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the
ground that it violates the principle of "separation of church and state."  [These
subversives gradually worked to advance their operatives and unsuspecting
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sympathizers into positions of leadership. They then, progressively instituted the
religion of Secular Humanism as the official “government established religion” in
direct violation of the 1st Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.] 

Randall Niles

GOAL: Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned,
out of step with modern needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a
worldwide basis. [These subversives knew that the U.S. Constitution was the "Rock"
that America was founded upon and sustained. To destroy us they had to eliminate
the influence of our founding documents on our culture and in our politics. Now,
Constitutional illiteracy is widespread and few Americans know of its beauty and
importance. Politicians, government bureaucrats and the those in the ranks of the
Judicial Branch regularly violate the U.S. Constitution thus progressively separating
us from our Constitutional heritage]  

J. Barnes

GOAL: Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats
who had no concern for the "common man." [The subversives implemented
"revisionist history" that falsifies historical accounts to place our Founding Fathers
and our role in history in a negative light. This false history is forced on our
children in mandatory government schools and universally in textbooks
nationwide.] 

GOAL: Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of
American history… [The subversives and "useful idiots" in the MSM, politics,
government school bureaucracies and in Hollywood tear down traditional American
culture on a continual basis. As a result most citizens know little about real
American history and what is taught to the masses is intentionally skewed and
falsified.] 

GOAL: Support any movement to give centralized control over any part of the
culture [such as] education, social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics,
etc. [Use politicians and unsuspecting sympathizers to implement policies and
programs designed to promote total federal government dependence by the entire
population.]
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GOAL: Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI. [Foment the people against the
police, intelligence agencies and the military to create distrust of government
institutions that are sworn to support and defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies - foreign and domestic.]

GOAL: Infiltrate and gain control of MORE unions. [The subversives gradually
worked to advance their operatives and sympathizers into positions of union
leadership. They use union dues to fund their objectives. Our patriotic union
workers are helpless in protesting how their union dues are used to further this
agenda because union bosses usurp total power over their members.] 

Push Back Now - PBN

GOAL: Infiltrate and gain control of big business. [These subversives gradually
worked to advance their operatives and sympathizers into positions of business
leadership. They now use the profits of corporations and trust fund investment
monies from major endowments to fund their objectives. In many instances your
purchases help to fund causes and endeavors that work to “FUNDAMENTALLY
TRANSFORM” America into an anti-God and anti-Capitalist nation.]

GOAL: Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means
of gaining coercive control …
[Our FREE report provides the shocking details on how this goal and the other 25
goals were implemented.]

You Now Know the Truth - What Will You Do?

Didn't you already know this was going on right before your eyes?
Have you ever asked yourself why are the American people letting this
happen without a fight? Do you want to join an ever-growing Army of
informed citizens that are uniting together to fight this attack
against our great nation?

Introducing the:

Un-Political Party (UPP)
www.unpoliticalparty.com

Political Parties are for Politicians
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The Un-Political Party is for the Rest of Us

America is blessed with thousands of fiscally conservative and faith-based
grassroots groups and also tens of millions of individual patriotic citizens, but
unfortunately we lacked organization and focus in the past. On the other hand, our
opponents have only a small fraction of our numbers at only 7% of the U.S.
population but are well-funded and extremely well-organized. They take advantage
or our disorganization to win tremendous victories in politics and in society at
large. 

We The People Must Take Charge

The Republican Party leadership wanders around after every election in a confused
daze wondering why they lose so frequently, so we can't rely on them for
leadership. Now the UPP is working to unite all patriotic citizens together so we can
use our power of overwhelming numbers to take back America by the people and
for the people. As a unified citizenry armed with the total truth we will win this fight!

We Listened to You

Unlike our politicians that do not listen to us, their constituents, we listened to the
American citizenry and developed a Citizen-Centered Platform that will fix
our corrupt political party machines, get our government budgets under control and
bring exceptional freedom and prosperity to every American Citizen by
implementing the best business practice solutions to every major problem facing
our great nation. But we must ACT NOW and WE MUST STAND TOGETHER as
a UNIFIED CITIZENRY. The UPP gives our ever-growing membership the FREE tools
to make this a reality. 

Life-Changing Report

Read our entire report for FREE, share it with everyone you know and ensure they
do the same. We guarantee it will change your life forever. This is an interactive
report that celebrates citizen reporting and the alternative news media that exposes
the facts that the traditional media hides. It contains numerous YouTube links
to informative videos to help make make your learning experience interesting while
maintaining extreme seriousness as we reveal the subversives that are
destroying the USA. 

 1 Million Points of Light

We need one million patriotic Americans to lead small groups that will take back
this country by the people and for the people. Form discussion groups in
communities all across this nation so everyone will learn these vitally important
truths revealed in our multimedia content. We are Un-Political so
do NOT expect political correctness in anything we do. We fearlessly speak
the TRUTH on every issue. As a UPP member you are now permitted to fully exercise
your 1st Amendment Rights without fear or concern of the childish name calling by
the SUBVERSIVE RADICALS that have infected our society.  
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 Plug-in and Take Charge

Now via our "Plug-in and Take Charge" campaign we are organizing tens of millions
of patriotic citizens to STOP  the  subversive ASSAULT on America
and REVERSE all of their destructive schemes. Simply plug-in to our perfectly
organized system for FREE and together we will take back control of our country by:

We the People! 

There is no cost so there is no excuse to delay.

Read the first page and click on the first 5 links that we point out as "IMPORTANT"
therein and we guarantee that you that you will be hooked and hungry for the
complete details. Our FREE report gives you everything you need to know.

We welcome you as a valued UPP colleague. Let’s get started taking back our
country by the people and for the people. 

Screenshot of First Page

WARNING! The following document requires parental supervision for children 13
and under. Our children are receiving much of this information from their schools,
TV and the Internet, but we feel it is important for parents to be present when
researching some of the vital information provided in this report to foster proper
family discussions.
To download the report and have access to the outstanding high-value hyperlinks
contained therein secure your FREE UPP account by clicking here:

http://www.unpoliticalparty.com/p/united-citizenry.html

Limited Time Offer
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This report took thousands of hours of research and is valued at $29.99; but we are
making this report available for FREE. Why, because we want no barriers from the
truth reaching every American citizen. Do your part by sharing this site with
everyone you know and then click on the following Google Docs location to view
and then save this game-changing report to your computer.

Click Here to View the Report!  

WE NEED YOUR HELP!!

A shocking 30 million Conservatives and people of faith do not vote in any election.
We need your help to recruit them now so we can guarantee victory during every
election cycle.

 
We ask everyone that reads this report contact your patriotic family, friends and
relatives to ensure they are registered to vote so we can FIRE all politicians
complicit in the destruction of America as we know it; then, we will replace them all
with a new breed of smart and ethical government executive that will lead us back to
financial prosperity and a return to our Constitutional and cultural heritage. See
Here: 

Fight Tyranny NOW!

Many say that the objective of the "New" Democrat Party is to overwhelm the system with
fraud, waste, abuse and corruption while the Liberal GOP Establishment Political Class fails
to do anything about the outrageous tyranny occurring right before our eyes. THUS, the
American Citizenry must wake up and fight the massive corruption taking place in our
wasteful and overpowering government by firing inept and corrupt Democrat, Republican and
Independent politicians during every election cycle. 

The United Citizenry of America

We are Uniting Reagan Republicans, Traditional JFK Democrats, Libertarians, the Tea
Party, Fiscal Hawks, Independents, unaffiliated Conservatives and every citizen that desires to
stop the OUTRAGEOUS political corruption at every level of government, so together we can
return America to greatness once again. WE NEED YOU NOW! Only as a united citizenry can
we take back America by the people and for the people. See here for the details:

JOIN the "FREEDOM ALLIANCE" CLICK HERE

Stay Active: Follow us on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/UnPoliticalPrty

Video Introduction to the UPP

Click the PLAY button in the middle of the video below to hear the complete details
and then share this site with everyone you know using the sharing buttons on the
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Newer Post Older PostHome

Posted by Un-Political Party at 10:13 AM  

Labels: communism, Cultural Marxism, Democrat, demoralization, Economy, Education, Election, Independent,
Indoctrination, Obama, Politics, Republican, Socialism, Subversion, Un-Political Party

Reactions: 

upper right of this page. 

We also cued up the most important YouTube playlist of the 21st Century that will
automatically follow our brief video introduction below. Grab your favorite beverage
sit back, relax and let's get started. 

+7   Recommend this on Google

Create a Link
Links to this post

See Here for UPP Terms Conditions, Fair Use & Disclaimers

SEE HERE FOR UPP TERMS CONDITIONS, FAIR USE & DISCLAIMERS

Copyright - Un-Political Party, LLC. Picture Window template. Powered by Blogger.

TOP STORIES LATEST NEWS

After Securing Third Term As Speaker, Boehner Takes Revenge on Those Who Crossed Him

12 Dead in Shooting at French Satirical Newspaper

Atheist Richard Dawkins Has a Message About Islam in the Wake of France’s Deadly Terror Attack

Gowdy Reveals Who He Would Have Voted for Had He Been in Washington — and It’s Not Who You Might
Expect

Boehner Re-Elected House Speaker Despite 25 GOP Defections

Beck Goes Berserk After GOP Senator Suggests Raising Taxes Now That Oil Prices Have Fallen

Video Shows Alleged Terrorists Shooting Victim on Paris Streets Before Calmly Driving Away

Click here to get TheBlaze on your site
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